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A B S T R A C T

In a heterogeneous CPU-GPU multicore system that contains various types of computation units as well as on-chip
storage units, the on-chip interconnection network is a critical shared resource responsible for sending coherence
and memory traffic. On-chip traffic originated from or designated to different components has different perfor-
mance and throughput requirements. A naive or un-optimized traffic prioritization mechanism usually results in
suboptimal system performance. In this work, we quantify the performance/throughput requirements for both
CPU and GPU applications, abstract critical information, and propose a network prioritization mechanism which
effectively coordinates the on-chip traffic to improve overall system performance.
1. Introduction

Heterogeneous multicore systems have become prevalent and pro-
vided feasibility for balancing single threaded performance and high
throughput requirements. Commercial heterogeneous processors such as
Intel Haswell [1] and Nvidia Tegra [2], integrating energy-efficient GPU
accelerator cores with superscalar CPU cores onto the same die, have
emerged as an effective way to achieve the desired performance goal
within a stringent power budget. Moreover, Heterogeneous System Ar-
chitecture (HSA) [3] enables a logically tight integration of heteroge-
neous compute resources by providing an unified address space and a
programming model. As an integral part and a critical shared resource in
a heterogeneous system, the network on chip (NoC) must continuously
support high-throughput yet low-latency on-chip data communication,
and perform on-chip data movement and arbitration in an efficient
manner.

In heterogeneous multicore systems containing both CPUs and GPUs,
on-chip communication exhibits variant traffic patterns. Typically, CPU-
like superscalar cores generate moderate coherence and memory traffic.
In a modern CPU, the processor stalls until the requested data returns.
Therefore, traffic originated from or designated to a CPU core is latency-
sensitive. While GPU-like data parallel cores, on the contrary, consist of a
collection of data-parallel compute units. Typically, applications running
on GPUs have high throughput requirement, hence GPUs generate
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throughput-intensive streaming traffic. These disparities may lead to
dramatic performance impact on both CPU and GPU applications when
they are executed simultaneously on the shared on-chip interconnection
fabric. Furthermore, a program's behaviors change over its complete
execution; thus improving the overall system performance becomes more
challenging in heterogeneous systems. Therefore, future NoCs in het-
erogeneous systems must be capable of coordinating traffic from various
sources efficiently, and providing performance and throughput guaran-
tees in runtime.

A critical router component involved in coordinating different traffic
streams is the arbitration and scheduling unit. In case of contention, the
arbitration and scheduling unit is responsible for selecting and for-
warding only one candidate stream while delaying the rest. Commonly
used round-robin arbitrator provides “local fairness” in a sense that all
streams within a router have equal probability winning the arbitration,
but it fails to exploit application properties and runtime behaviors, which
impacts overall systems performance. Application-aware prioritization
mechanisms have been proposed to improve system performance [4]-
[7]. Das et al. propose an application-aware prioritization policy, which
distinguishes applications based on the stall-time criticality of each
packet [4]. Later, they propose a slack-aware arbitration policy, which
utilizes memory accesses criticality information for packet scheduling
within the NoC [5]. Mishra et al. propose a heterogeneous NoC design
and introduce two metrics, i.e., network episode height and length, to
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Fig. 1. CPU-GPU heterogeneous system.

Fig. 2. Performance impact of heterogeneous execution.

Table 1
Application injection rate (packet/Kcycle).

CPU benchmark Injection rate GPU benchmark Injection rate

Mcf 130.2 Gaussian 2101.2
Omnetpp 60.8 Srad 1824.5
Bzip2 40.3 Kmeans 1225.7
Libquantum 30.6 Backprop 313.2
Gobmk 19.2 Heartwall 243.6
Namd 8.4 Needle 71.3
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estimate bandwidth and latency sensitivity and arbitrate application
traffic [6]. More recently, Zhan et al. propose an arbitration mechanism
for heterogeneous multicore systems, which prioritizes CPU messages
over GPU messages [7].

However, most of the prior works either focus on homogeneous multi-
programmed scenario (running only CPU or only GPU applications), or
use type-based mechanism as primary mechanism in heterogeneous
environment (prioritizing CPU messages over GPU messages). Although
non-trivial, it is relatively straightforward to arbitrate upon multiple
applications of the same type, or prioritize one type of application over
another. This is because such arbitration mechanisms do NOT involve
comparing two sets of independent metrics that are fundamentally dif-
ferent–it is intuitive to compare two CPU messages with different slacks
[5], but less obvious when comparing the latency-sensitiveness of a CPU
message against the throughput-intensiveness of a GPU message. Un-
fortunately, in a heterogeneous system, in order to efficiently coordinate
different types of applications and achieve optimal overall system per-
formance, routers must be able to handle the latter comparison.

In this work, we address the aforementioned challenges by proposing
an arbitration mechanism which effectively orchestrates the traffic from
diverse computation sources and improves overall system performance.
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To enable efficient arbitration in a heterogeneous environment, we
propose new metrics to quantitatively unify diverse characteristics for
CPU and GPU applications. Results show that, with our propose tech-
nique, CPU application performance improves by up to 33%, and GPU
application performance improves by up to 6%.

2. Motivation

In this section, we first present our baseline CPU-GPU heterogeneous
multicore system. Then we demonstrate the performance implications of
executing CPU and GPU applications simultaneously, and explain the key
challenges in designing NoCs for heterogeneous systems. Finally, we
analyze both CPU and GPU applications' characteristics and propose a
potential solution to address the challenges.

2.1. Baseline heterogeneous system

Fig. 1 shows our baseline tile-based CPU-GPU heterogeneous multi-
core system. In the baseline system, each CPU and GPU core has a private
L1 cache. Four distributed last-level cache (L2) banks are shared by all
CPU and GPU cores. Off-chip memories are connected via memory con-
trollers (MCs) located on both edges. Each tile is equipped with a router
denoted by R, and all tiles are arranged into a 4� 4 mesh.

2.2. CPU-GPU application interaction

Fig. 2 shows the performance impact of executing both CPU appli-
cations (MCF,OMNETPP, NAMD) and GPU applications (GAUSSIAN, BACK-

PROP,NEEDLE) simultaneously, compared to executing CPU/GPU
application alone. Overall, we observe that GPU application's impact on
CPU performance is larger than CPU application's impact on GPU per-
formance. CPU applications suffer significant performance degradation
when executing with GPU programs such as GAUSSIAN and BACKPROP.
However, when executing with NEEDLE, CPU's performance is only slightly
affected. Similar behavior is observed in Fig. 2(b): NEEDLE's performance
is decreased by around 20% when executing with MCF; however, the
performance impact is negligible when executing with NAMD. To under-
stand the cause of the performance difference, we further show the in-
jection rate (measured in packets per 1000 cycles) of CPU and GPU
applications in Table 1. The GPU application GAUSSIAN has a much larger
injection rate than all CPU applications, while NEEDLE has the lowest
among all GPU benchmarks. The observation indicates that injection rate
directly impacts system performance–applications with high injection
occupy most NoC resources. Therefore, an efficient NoC arbitration and
prioritization logic is necessary to enable fair resource sharing among
heterogeneous applications and improve overall performance.

2.3. Application's latency sensitivity

As network arbitration and prioritization ultimately affects a packet's
network latency, we perform an investigation on latency sensitivity of
both CPU and GPU applications. In this experiment, we assume a fixed-
latency NoC and vary the network latency from 1 cycle to 250 cycles.
We present the performance results of four CPU applications (MCF,
OMNETPP, NAMD, and LIBQUANTUM) and four GPU applications (BACKPROP,



Fig. 3. Application latency sensitivity. Normalized to 1-cycle network.
Fig. 4. Memory access latency hiding situation. The slack was obtained using
the method presented in Ref. [6].
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GAUSSIAN, NEEDLE, and KMEANS) in Fig. 3. While prior work show that CPU
applications tend to be latency-sensitive, whereas GPU applications can
tolerate long cache/memory access latency because of thread-level
parallelism [7,8], we observe exceptions. GPU applications GAUSSIAN

and NEEDLE are more latency sensitive than CPU applications LIBQUANTUM
and NAMD. This observation raises an interesting question which is not
answered in prior works: If a latency sensitive GPU application like
GAUSSIAN shares the system with a CPU application like NAMD, which
application should be given a higher priority?
2.4. Packet slack

Latency sensitivity only indicates whether an application overall can
tolerate certain delay. Since network arbitration is applied to the gran-
ularity of a packet, it is critical to estimate the delay that each individual
packet can tolerate, i.e., a packet's slack. The slack of a packet is the
number of cycles the packet can be delayed without affecting the overall
execution time. The concepts of CPU and GPU packet slack are intro-
duced by Das et al. [5] and Yin et al. [9], respectively.

CPU Packet Slack: In modern out of order CPU architecture, a
memory instructions' network latency can be potentially covered by its
predecessor memory instruction's access latency. Packets caused by this
kind of instructions have slack. For example, consider two consecutive
load misses, in which the latter load cannot commit until the former load
returns its value, even if the latter one returns earlier. In such scenario,
the packet generated by the latter load could potentially be delayed for
certain cycles without causing significant application level performance
loss.

The intuition is that, the more consecutive load misses an application
has, the more packets will be able to tolerate additional network latency.
In other words, applications with higher memory-level parallelism (MLP)
have larger slack. On the left side of Table 2 are L1 miss rate and average
packet slack of four CPU benchmarks. Fig. 4 further shows the distribu-
tion of packet slack for these benchmarks. We notice that MCF has the
largest average packet slack among all CPU applications, meaning that it
can tolerate longer network delay. However, in Section II-C we show that
MCF is the most latency-sensitive application which barely tolerate
network delay. This is because network latency is crucial to packets on a
program's critical path (the first load miss of consecutive misses), while
other packets can still be delayed. Therefore, an effective arbitration and
prioritization mechanism must be able to differentiate non-latency-
Table 2
Average packet slack for CPU and GPU applications.

CPU
Benchmark

L1
miss
rate

Avg
slack
(cycles)

GPU
Benchmark

α Avg
available
warp

Avg
slack
(cycles)

Mcf 9.8% 85.2 Backprop 11.8 15.2 514.3
Omnetpp 5.6% 71.6 Srad 6.2 7.1 165.5
Gobmk 1.9% 31.5 Gaussian 5.2 5.6 110.3
Namd 0.7% 20.2 Needle 8.3 1.4 50.1
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tolerable packets from others. In this work, we address this challenge
by proposing a simple yet effective mechanism to predict CPU packet's
criticality.

GPU Packet Slack: In a GPU, when a warp has an outstanding
memory request, the shader core will switch to execute another available
warp. If a packet's memory access latency can be hidden through
scheduling other available warps, this packet will have slack and can be
delayed for certain cycles without affecting system's performance [10].

The right side of Table 2 shows the average number of available
warps and average packet slack of four GPU benchmarks. It is intuitive
that applications with more available warps have larger average packet
slack, and latency sensitive applications such as GAUSSIAN and NEEDLE have
fewer available warps on average. However, the number of available
warps varies during program execution. Therefore, predicting GPU
packets' slack based on average available warps is inaccurate. In this
work, we address this challenge by proposing an analytical model to
predict GPU packet's slack.

3. Methodology

A NoC with simple arbitration logic results in sub-optimal system
performance. To further improve system performance and provide fair-
ness, the NoC must be carefully designed to be able to handle and
orchestrate applications with diverse characteristics, as well as arbitrate
and prioritize packets based on their performance implication. In this
section, we present our SLT prioritization mechanism for heterogeneous
CPU-GPU systems, which is a policy considering packet (S)lack, (L)
atency sensitivity, and message (T)ypes.
3.1. SLT prioritization mechanism

Fig. 5 shows the proposed arbitration flow in case of CPU-GPU packet
contention:

∙ If GPU packet has slack, then CPU packet has higher priority, irre-
spective of its slack. This is due to the fact that CPU traffic in general is
more latency sensitive (see Section II-C).

∙ If GPU packet does not have slack, but CPU packet has slack, then
GPU packet has higher priority.

∙ If neither CPU nor GPU packet has slack, then the applications' la-
tency sensitivities will be calculated (see Section III-C). The one with
higher sensitivity is granted to use the network resource.

To enable prioritization, we add a three-bit priority tag to the header
flit of each packet. As shown in Fig. 6, we use one bit Tagslack for slack, the
second bit Tagsens for latency sensitivity, and the third bit Tagtype for
message type (CPU or GPU packet). To be specific, Tagslack is set to “1” if a
CPU or GPU packet is critical to performance and does not have slack;
Tagsens is set for either all CPU traffic or all GPU traffic but not both; and



Fig. 5. SLT packet prioritization flow.
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Tagtype is set to “1” for CPU packets, and “0” for GPU packets. We describe
in detail the mechanisms for setting Tagslack and Tagsens bits in Section
IV.B and Section IV.C, respectively. As an example, if a packet's priority
tag is “000”, the third “0” means that this packet is a GPU packet; the
second “0” means that currently the GPU application is less latency
sensitivity than the CPU application; and the first “0” means that this
GPU packet has slack. In our policy, tags with larger value is prioritized.

3.2. Determine Slack Tag (Tagslack)

Slack Tag for CPU Packets: As explained in Section II-D, the more
consecutive load misses an application has, the more packets will be able
to tolerate additional network latency since the access latency can be
hidden by prior load misses. The first three columns in Table 2 suggest
the correlation between CPU L1 miss rate and packet slack: larger L1 miss
rate corresponds to larger average slack in CPU packets. Based on this
observation, we propose a two-step strategy as follow to determine
whether Tagslack should be set for a CPU packet.

∙ Step 1: For each packet caused by L1 miss, predict whether it will be a
L2 hit or miss. If it is predicted to be a L2 miss, then Tagslack is set to
“1” (critical to performance); otherwise, go to Step 2.

∙ Step 2: Estimate the application's L1 miss rate. If the L1 miss rate is
smaller than a Threshold, the corresponding L2 hit packets are un-
likely to have slack, and Tagslack is set to “1” (critical to performance).
Otherwise, Tagslack is set to “0”. In this work, we empirically set
Threshold to 2%.
Fig. 6. Three-bit priority tag structure for a packet.
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L2 Hit/Miss Prediction:We use a 2-bit saturating counter to predict
if a packet will be hit or miss in L2 cache, which gives us four states, i.e.,
strongmiss, weakmiss, weak hit and strong hit. For a L2 cache access, the
prediction result is simply the current state of the state machine, which
was updated by the previous L2 cache accesses. When a L2 cache access
returns, the saturating counter is updated with the cache access result:
the counter is incremented for a L2 hit, and decremented for a L2 miss.
Experimental results show that this simple logic provides over 90%
prediction accuracy.

Slack Tag for GPU Packets: GPU applications can tolerate certain
network delay through scheduling available warps during memory ac-
cesses. According to [11], the required number of available warps to hide
the memory access latency can be calculated using the following formula.

warp_needed ¼ memory_access_latency
instruction_time� α

(1)

where memory_access_latency is the latency of a memory access; instruc-
tion_time is the execution time of an arithmetic instruction, and is
determined by the depth of the pipeline. In Fermi architecture [11],
instruction_time¼ 4; and α is the ratio of the number of arithmetic in-
structions to the number of memory access instruction in an application.

It is worth pointing out thatmemory_access_latency and α are changing
during program execution. In this work, we record the average number of
memory_access_latency and α periodically every 1000 cycles. To calculate
the Equation (1) for a packet in interval ti, we use the values from the
previous interval ti�1. We also detect the available warp number Nwarp(t)
in a GPU core during runtime. If Nwarp(t) is bigger than calculated
warp_needed, then memory access access latency can be hidden. Conse-
quently, packets from the GPU core can be delayed without affecting the
performance, and we set Tagslack to “0” since the packet latency is not
critical to performance. Otherwise, ifNwarp(t) is smaller thanwarp_needed,
we set Tagslack to “1”.

3.3. Determine sensitivity tag (Tagsens)

We quantitatively define the latency sensitivity for both CPU and GPU
applications as follow:

Lat_sen ¼ ΔIPC
Δlatency� avg_IPC

(2)

where avg_IPC is the average IPC over an interval (1000 cycles in our
work); ΔIPC and Δlatency are respectively the incremental changes of
avg_IPC and average packet latency between two consecutive intervals. A
larger Latsen indicates the application is more sensitive to latency.

In runtime, we periodically use Equation (2) to calculate latency
sensitivity for both CPU and GPU applications. At time t, if CPU appli-
cation's latency sensitivity value is larger than GPU's, we say that the CPU
application is more latency sensitive than the GPU application. As a
result, ALL CPU packets will have Tagsens bit set to “1”, meanwhile, ALL
GPU packets will have Tagsens bit set to “0”. In the contrary, if CPU ap-
plication's latency sensitivity value is smaller than GPU's, then our policy
sets the Tagsens bit in all CPU packets to “0” and in all GPU packets to “1”.

3.4. Hardware implementation of SLT mechanism

We implement our SLT arbitration mechanism on the garnet network
[12]. A typical router in the garnet network is shown in Fig. 7 [13]. The
router has four pipeline stages: buffer write and route compute, virtual
channel arbitration, switch arbitration and switch traversal. SLT arbi-
tration takes place in both virtual channel arbitration and switch arbi-
tration stages. As described before, each packet has a 3 bits arbitration
tag, which is used in the arbitration stages. The packet with larger tag
value has higher priority.

In terms of the hardware cost, in addition to adding a 3-bit tag to each
packet and modifying corresponding arbitration logic, we also add a



Fig. 7. Basic router architecture [12].
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global L2 hit predictor to each CPU core, which is implemented as a 2-bit
counter. For each GPU core, we add three registers: one register for
recording average GPU packet's memory access latency, one for
recording the ratio of the number of arithmetic instructions to the
number of memory access instructions, one for recording the number of
available warps in the GPU application. To show the overhead of the
added hardware components, we compare their total area and power
numbers with those of the routers in the chip (see Fig. 1). Table 3 pre-
sents the results. The numbers were obtained by the DSENT tool [14]
together with HSPICE under 45 nm LVT process node. From the com-
parison we can see that overall, the additional hardware cost for our SLT
mechanism is trivial.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Experimental setup

We conduct our experiments on gem5-gpu simulator [15]. Our het-
erogeneous CPU-GPU system is shown in Fig. 1, where the CPU cores are
out of order �86 processors, and the GPU cores are following the Nvidia
CUDA architecture. The configuration details are listed in Table 4.

The simulation starts with the execution of CPU workload. When CPU
cores warp up with 50M instructions, GPU cores start to execute. We
Table 3
Comparison of the power and area costs between the routers and the added
hardware components.

Routers Added components

power (W) 1.81e-02 3.56e-4
area (m2) 1.12e-7 3.96e-9

Table 4
Configuration details.

CPU
Core 2GHz processor, 8-wide out of order, 192 entries ROB
L1 Cache Split private I/D caches, each 32KB, 64B block size, 4-way set

associative, 1-cycle access latency
GPU
Core 700MHz, 8-wide SIMD, 16K register file, 64 wavefronts, loose

round-robin scheduling
L1 Cache Split private I/D caches, each 32KB, 64B block size, 4-way set

associative, 1-cycle access latency
Shared resource
L2 cache 1Mb, shared distributed, 8-way set associative, 64B block size, 8-

cycle access latency
DRAM 2GB, 4 controllers, 200-cycle access latency
On-chip
network

mesh-topology, 4 vcs_per_vnet, 5 stages router, 16 width channel
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measure CPU and GPU performance during their concurrent execution.
WhenGPUfinishes execution,we terminate theperformancemeasurement.

We use SPEC CPU2006 [16] for CPU benchmarks, and Rodinia and
Parboil benchmark suits [17,18] for GPU benchmarks. The CPU bench-
marks are classified into two categories: compute intensive and memory
access sensitive. Compute intensive benchmarks include NAMD, GOBMK,
and LIBQUANTUM; memory intensive benchmarks are composed of MCF,
OMNETPP, and BZIP2.

The GPU benchmarks are classified into four categories based on their
latency tolerance ability and network injection rate: high injection rate
and high latency tolerance ability (HH), high injection rate and low la-
tency tolerance ability (HL), low injection rate and high latency tolerance
ability (LH) and low injection rate and low latency tolerance ability (LL).
HH benchmarks include KMEANS, and HISTO; HL benchmarks include
GAUSSIAN, and SRAD; LH benchmarks include BACKPROP, and HEARTWALL; LL
benchmarks include STREAMCLUSTER, and NEEDLE.
4.2. Results

In this section, we present the experimental results of the following
three arbitration methods:

1. Baseline: the classical round robin arbitration mechanism. Results in
this section are normalized to baseline.

2. Type-based: in this method, we give all CPU request packets higher
priority over GPU packets, reflecting the prior type-based work [7].

3. SLT: our proposed arbitration mechanism.

For CPU applications, we use IPC as performance metric, and for GPU
applications, we use GPU's kernel execution time as performance metric.
As network arbitration directly impacts packets' latency, apart from
measuring CPU and GPU performance, we also measure both CPU and
GPU packets' average network latency. Fig. 8 shows the performance
results of type-based and SLT mechanisms for both CPU and GPU ap-
plications. Fig. 9 shows the normalized network latency comparisons of
type-based and SLT mechanisms.

4.2.1. CPU applications with GPU applications in HH and LH categories
In this group of experiment, we execute CPU applications together

with GPU applications in HH and LH categories (HISTO, KMEANS, BACKPROP,
and HEARTWALL), in which most GPU packets have slack. As shown in
Fig. 8, since both type-based and SLT prioritize CPU over GPU packets,
the two approaches are comparable–CPU applications' performance is
improved significantly with little performance loss in GPU applications.
Overall, given higher priority, CPU applications achieve better perfor-
mance improvement executing with HH GPU applications than with LH
applications, because HH applications have higher network injection
rate. We also notice that the performance improvement of memory
intensive CPU applications (MCF, OMNETPP, and BZIP2) is more significant
than compute intensive ones. This is mainly because memory intensive
CPU applications are more sensitive to the network latency; and priori-
tization is more effective on these applications.

4.2.2. CPU applications with GPU applications in HL category
In this group of experiment, we execute CPU applications together

with GPU applications in HL category (GAUSSIAN, and SRAD). For HL GPU
applications, some packets have slack but a large fraction do not. In type-
based mechanism, all GPU packets are assigned lower priority. As a
result, CPU performance is considerably improved, at the cost of GPU
performance loss. However, in SLT mechanism, we take into account the
fact that a GPU packet can be more latency sensitive than a CPU packet,
and make smart decision based on applications' latency/throughput
requirement. Therefore, compared to type-based approach, SLT achieves
considerable improvement in CPU applications while largely minimizes
GPU performance degradation.



Fig. 8. CPU and GPU performance comparison. Results are normalized to baseline round-robin arbitration policy.
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4.2.3. CPU applications with GPU applications in LL category
In this group of experiment, we execute CPU applications together

with GPU applications in LL category (STREAMCLUSTER, and NEEDLE).
Compared to the baseline, our SLT mechanism improves the performance
for both CPU and GPU applications in certain groups, such as
MCF þ NEEDLE. An interesting observation from LIBQUANTUM þNEEDLE group
is that, type-based mechanism grants packets from LIBQUANTUM with
Fig. 9. CPU and GPU packet network latency comparison. Resul
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higher priority, but results in negligible performance improvement at the
cost of performance degradation in NEEDLE. In contrast, in SLT mecha-
nism, when packets from NEEDLE do not have slack, the latency sensitivity
values of the two applications are compared. Because LIBQUANTUM is less
latency sensitive than NEEDLE, SLT assigns NEEDLE's packets with higher
priority. As a result, we see performance improvement in NEEDLE.

To summarize, compared to type-based mechanism, our approach
ts are normalized to baseline round-robin arbitration policy.



Fig. 10. How the channel width affects the CPU and GPU performance. Results are normalized to the case with 32-bit channel width.
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achieves comparable overall system performance improvement but pro-
vides better fairness among CPU and GPU applications:

∙ For CPU applications with GPU applications in HH and LH categories,
both type-based and SLT prioritize CPU packets over GPU packets, the
two approaches are comparable – CPU applications' performance is
improved significantly with little performance loss in GPU
applications.

∙ For CPU applications with GPU applications in HL categories,
compared to the baseline, both SLT and type-based mechanisms can
largely improve the CPU performance at the cost of GPU perfor-
mance's degradation. However, compared to type-based approach,
SLT can significantly minimize the GPU performance degradation due
to more flexible arbitration policy.

∙ For CPU applications with GPU applications in LL categories,
compared to the baseline, our SLT mechanism improves the perfor-
mance for both CPU and GPU applications in most combinations, such
as MCF þ NEEDLE, while type-based mechanism improves CPU per-
formance at the cost of GPU performance's degradation.

Overall, our SLT mechanism improves CPU applications' performance
by 13.2% on average over the baseline, with about 2.8% loss in GPU
performance. We also notice from Fig. 9 that CPU average network la-
tency is reduced compared to baseline. On the contrary, GPU average
network latency increases due to arbitration.

4.2.4. Extension – network bandwidth variation
The network throughput is closely related to the channel width.

Therefore, in this section, we explore how the channel width affects the
system performance. We picked two combinations of CPU and GPU ap-
plications: OMNETPP þ BACKPRO and OMNETPP þ SRAD. As stated before,
OMNETPP is a memory intensive benchmark, BACKPROP is a benchmark with
low injection rate and high latency tolerance ability, while SRAD is a
benchmark that has high injection rate and low latency tolerance ability.
We then vary the network bandwidth from 32 bits, to 64 bits, 128 bits,
and up to 256 bits. Fig. 10 shows the results. All the results are
normalized to the baseline case with 32 bits under SLT policy. The results
show that, the memory intensive CPU application can benefit signifi-
cantly from the increasing network bandwidth, especially when it is
mixed with SRAD, the GPU application with high injection rate. For the
GPU applications, SRAD can also benefit a lot from the increasing network
bandwidth, but BACKPROP only enjoys some benefit when the channel
width increases from 32 bits to 64 bits, and starts to saturate as we further
increase the bandwidth. This is because the performance of the BACKPROP

application does not reply heavily on the network performance.

5. Conclusions

On-chip network plays an important role in CPU-GPU heterogeneous
350
multicore system. CPU core and GPU core frequently contend for shared
network resource. CPU and GPU application have diverse characteristics
which makes designing efficient NoC arbitration mechanism extremely
challenging. In this paper, we proposed a new on-chip network arbitra-
tion mechanism named SLT. SLT utilizes packet's slack and application's
latency sensitivity for arbitration. Compared to baseline round-robin
arbitration mechanism, SLT improves CPU performance by up to 33%
(13.2% improvement on average), meanwhile improves GPU perfor-
mance by up to 6% (2.8% loss on average).
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